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Measures of software internal attributes have been extensively used to help software managers, customers and users to characterize, assess and improve the quality of software products. The introduction of object-oriented (OO) software provides powerful design mechanisms with which to do this, and new technologies—e.g., OO frameworks, OO analysis/design patterns, OO architectures and OO components—that take advantage of these design mechanisms have been proposed in order to improve software engineering productivity and software quality. To better understand the impact of these technologies on products developed using them, the quality of these products must be assessed using software product measures.

This book gives a comprehensive description of four areas of quantitative approaches in object-oriented software engineering: metrics collection, quality assessment; metrics validation and process management.
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Human Evolutionary GeneticsGarland Science, 2013

	Now in full-color, the Second Edition of Human Evolutionary Genetics has been completely revised to cover the rapid advances in the field since publication of the highly regarded First Edition. Written for upper-level undergraduate and graduate students, it is the only textbook to integrate genetic, archaeological, and linguistic...
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Early Christian ReaderSociety of Biblical Literature, 2013

	Early Christian Reader is a sourcebook and textbook that offers a welcoming and informed entrée into the complex world of the earliest Christian literature. The books of the New Testament (NRSV) are presented in a plausible chronological order rather than the canonical order encountered in modern New Testaments. In addition,...
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SQL Server Advanced Data Types: JSON, XML, and BeyondApress, 2018

	SQL Server Advanced Data Types attempts to demystify the complex data types that are available to developers in modern versions of SQL Server. Over the last couple of years, I have noticed that many SQL developers have heard of each of the complex data types available in SQL Server but often avoid using them, as they are not sure how these...
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The Rough Guide to Guatemala 4 (Rough Guide Travel Guides)Rough Guides, 2009

	The Rough Guide to Guatemala is the essential companion to this astonishing country with detailed coverage of all the main attractions – from the volcanoes and crater lakes to the culturally-rich capital of Guatemala City. The full-colour introduction highlights the spectacular natural beauty of the beaches and wild-life reserves with...
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Digital Design for Print and Web: An Introduction to Theory, Principles, and TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Digital Design for Print and Web: An Introduction to Theory, Principles, and Techniques was written to help people succeed with digital design. It is a learning product that incorporates both video lessons and an in-depth textbook written from two perspectives—that of a student, and that of a teacher.


	First I put myself in...
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Combinatorial Optimization: 3-Volume Set (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Combinatorial optimization is a multidisciplinary scientific area, lying in the interface of three major domains: mathematics, theoretical computer science and management.


	The three volumes of the Combinatorial Optimization set aim to cover a wide range of topics in this area. These topics also deal with fundamental notions and...
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